Dog walkers pick up 80 dog
poos in 90 minutes in town
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Disney adds subscribers as Netflix loses some
Disney will launch a new ad-supported streaming service in the
US in December, as it overtakes Netflix in the race for subscribers.
The firm said it had two hundred and twenty one million, one hundred
thousand subscriptions across its three streaming platforms as of
the 2nd of July.
That contrasts with rival Netflix which has been losing
customers. Netflix has four hundred and thirty thousand
fewer subscribers than Disney.
How many subscribers do Netflix currently have?
Give your answer in WORDS.

ENTERTAINMENT

Glasgow weather “back to normal” after a lovely week
After a lovely sunny spell, the weather in Glasgow is set to return “back to normal” – just in
time for going back to school!

UK

One walker said there
were signs warning
people to clean up after their dogs but a lack of
enforcement.
The local council has replied that it is up to dog
walkers to be responsible and clean up after
themselves.
Assuming the two dog walkers worked at a
consistent rate, how many dog poos would they
have picked up in 6 hours?

Man records shortest ever passenger
flight which takes just seconds
Have you ever wondered
what the world's shortest
commercial passenger
flight is?

TRANSPORT

The answer is a 2∙7 km
route between the Scottish Orkney Islands of
Westray and Papa Westray, which was recently
filmed and uploaded to TikTok by a vlogging pilot.

The weather forecast for the next 7 days is shown below.

The temperature high for each day is the first number shown and the temperature low is the
second number.
What is the mean temperature high for the next week?
Round your answer to one decimal place.

Two dog walkers say
they picked up 80
different dog poos in
90 minutes during an
attempt to clean up a
town centre.

WEATHER

The vlogger record the journey in its entirety,
and as it was just 75 seconds in length, the
flight managed to fit within the limits of a single
TikTok video!
Operated by Logan Air, tickets for the
remarkably short bus-like journey cost £17.
What was the average speed of the plane in
metres per second?

